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ABSTRACT

As a result of studying possible requirements for high-speed rotorcrafl and studying many high-

speed concepts, a new high-speed rotorcraft concept, designated as M-85, has been derived. The

M-85 is a helicopter that is reconfigured to a fixed-wing aircraft for high-speed cruise. The concept

was derived as an approach to enable smooth, stable conversion between fixed-wing and rotary-wing

while retaining hover and low-speed flight characteristics of a low disk loading helicopter. The

name, M-85, reflects the high-speed goal of 0.85 Mach Number at high altitude. For a high-speed

rotorcraft, it is expected that a viable concept must be a cruise-efficient, fixed-wing aircraft so it may

be attractive for a multiplicity of missions. It is also expected that a viable high-speed rotorcraft con-

cept must be cruise efficient first and secondly, efficient in hover.

What makes the M-85 unique is the large circular hub fairing that is large enough to support the

aircraft during conversion between rotary-wing and fixed-wing modes. With the aircraft supported

by this hub fairing, the rotor blades can be unloaded during the 100% change in rotor rpm. With the

blades unloaded, the potential for vibratory loads would be lessened. In cruise, the large circular hub

fairing would be part of the lifting system with additional lifting panels deployed for better cruise

efficiency. In hover, the circular hub fairing would slightly reduce lift potential and/or decrease

hover efficiency of the rotor system.

This report describes the M-85 concept and presents estimated forward flight performance char-

acteristics in terms of thrust requirements and L/D with airspeed. The forward flight performance

characteristics reflect recent completed wind tunnel tests of the winged concept. Also presented is a

control system technique that is critical to achieving low oscillatory loads in rotary-wing mode.

Hover characteristics, Cp versus CT from test data, is discussed. The report discusses other tech-

nologies pertinent to the M-85 concept such as passively controlling inplane vibration during starting

and stopping of the rotor system, aircraft control system, and rotor drive technologies.

INTRODUCTION

The helicopter, with its efficient hover capability and low-speed maneuver capability, has well

served the contemporary military and civil communities. The user communities have long sought

higher speed capabilities that have piqued the interest and innovativeness of designers for many

years. This interest has driven designers to study a number of concepts that have promised much

higher speeds than the helicopter of today. Recently, concepts such as the stowed rotor, the X-wing,

and the folded tilt rotor have appeared and offer good potential for high speed with near-helicopter

hover characteristics. These concepts have been studied analytically and experimentally to reveal

both their advantages and disadvantages. The open literature presents the results of a number of
studies.



Userrequirementsfor ahigh-speedrotorcraftconceptareexpectedto beasfollows:

1. hoverefficiencyandlow-speedmaneuvercapabilityapproachingthatof thehelicopter

2. high-speedmaneuvercapabilityandhandlingqualitiesof anairplane

3. ahoverdownwashfield thatis not injuriousto eitherthegroundsurfaceor to aperson

4. operationalin turbulentatmosphere

5. efficientcruisespeedsof 450knots.

6. reliableandaffordableaircraftwith a low operatingcost

As aresultof integratingtheserequirements,aviablehigh-speedrotorcraftconceptmustbea
cruise-efficient,fixed-wingaircraft if it is to beattractivefor multipleuses.It isexpectedthata
viablehigh-speedrotorcraftconceptmustbecruise-efficient,first, andefficient in hover,second.

By studyingtheserequirementsandmanyhigh-speedconcepts,anewhigh-speedrotorcraftcon-
cept,designatedasM-85,hasbeenderived.TheM-85 is ahelicopterthatis reconfiguredasa fixed-
wing aircraftfor high-speedcruise.

TheM-85 conceptmaymakeit possibleto achieveanumberof desirableperformancegoals
suchas

1. hoverefficiencyandlow-speedmaneuvercapabilityapproachingthatof thehelicopter

2. maneuvercapabilityandhandlingqualitiesapproachingthatof anairplanewhile in fixed-
wing mode

3. downwashfield noworsethanaCH-53

4. capabilityfor conversionbetweenrotary-wingandfixed-wing modesin turbulentatmosphere
andduringmaneuvers

5. cruisespeedsof 450knots

In addition,theM-85 mayexhibit thefollowingcharacteristics:(a)minimumspeedsof
160knotsin fixed-wingmodefor a safelandingif conversionto rotarywingconfigurationis not
possible,and(b) conversionfrom helicoptermodeto fixed-wingmodethatdoesnotrequireahigher
harmoniccontrolsystem.

TheM-85 is uniquebecauseit hasthelargecircularhubfairing thatis largeenoughto support
theaircraftduringconversionbetweenrotary-wingandfixed-wingmodes.With theaircraftsup-
portedby thishubfairing, therotorbladescanbeunloadedduring the 100%changein rotor rpm.
With thebladesunloaded,thepotentialfor vibratoryloadswill be lessened.Also, thecircular
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planformshapeof thehubfairingeliminatesN perrev vibratoryloadscharacteristicof rotating
noncircularhub shapes.Therefore,with the largecircularhubfairing, conversionwith theM-85 is
expectedto besmootherthanwith otheredgewise-flyingrotorsystemssuchastherotor/wingcon-
ceptsdescribedin reference1.In cruise,thelargecircularhubfairing wouldbepartof the lifting
systemwith additionalotherlifting panelsdeployedfor bettercruiseefficiency.In hover,thecircular
hubfairing wouldslightly reducelift potentialand/ordecreasehoverefficiencyof therotorsystem.

Thepurposeof thisreportis to introducethisnewhigh-speedrotorcraftconceptandto describe,
on thegenericconceptualdesignlevel,someexamplesof howthis conceptcanbe implemented.The
aerodynamicsof thebasicconceptwill bediscussed.Controlconceptsarepresentedfor therotor
systemandfor thefixed-wing configuration.Somepowerplantalternativesarepresented.Also, lim-
itedbasichoverandcruiseperformancearediscussed.

NOMENCLATURE

A

ac

b

C

CD

CDi

cg

EL

CLmax

cp

CT

f

GW

L/D

aspect ratio, b2/S

aerodynamic center, %c 100

span, fl

wing or lift panel chord length, ft

overall drag coefficient, drag/qS

induced drag coefficient or variational drag coefficient with angle of attack and/or

with lift coefficient, drag/qS

location of center of gravity, %c 100

lift coefficient, lift/qS

maximum lift coefficient

location of center of pressure, %c 100

rotor thrust coefficient, thrust/(p)rcR2(fJR) 2

flat plate drag area, drag/q

gross weight, lb

lift to drag ratio



M Machnumber,V/speedof sound

dynamicpressure,lb/ft2

R radius,ft

radialdistancefrom centerof rotor,ft

S area,ft 2

V freestream or flight velocity, knots

local air density, slugs/ft 3

f2 rotor rotational speed, rad/sec

DESCRIPTION OF THE M-85 CONCEPT

The M-85 incorporates a rotating wing system for generating lift during hover and up to a rea-

sonable speed for conversion from a rotary-wing to a fixed-wing configuration used for high-speed

flight. A schematic three-view drawing appears in figure 1. The description of the concept is pre-

sented in very generic terms so as to not allow any particular implementation to become the concept
itself.

For lift, the M-85 incorporates a rotor that may have two, three, or four blades. These rotor

blades extend from a large diameter circular hub fairing that is about 50 to 60% of rotor diameter.

The blades may use blown or unblown airfoils for producing lift. The airfoils may be symmetrical

about their 50% chord position or the airfoils may be standard types. Both the circular hub fairing

and the blades are rotating at the same rotational speed. The rotor may be shaft-driven or driven by

reaction jets.

The pitch of each blade is separately controlled by rotary actuators mounted on each blade. There

is no helicopter-type swashplate to mechanically vary blade pitch. The blades incorporate hingeless-

rotor technology for blade restraint and a control system that minimizes oscillatory loads.

In hover and very low speeds, the blades provide the required lift. Lift modulation is through

blade pitch control. Aircraft yaw control is by an anti-torque device or reaction jets. Aircraft accel-

eration in the longitudinal and lateral directions is accomplished by vectoring rotor thrust using blade

cyclic pitch control for tip path plane tilt.

Acceleration from hover to conversion flight speed is accomplished using thrust from the fan-jet

engines that are used for propulsion in cruise. The rotor would normally not be propelling because

that would require a negative fuselage attitude. A positive attitude is required to enable lift to be pro-

duced by the rotor blades, the hub fairing, and fixed airframe components. Aircraft control is by the
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rotor controlsand/orhorizontalandverticaltail surfaceswhentheybecomeeffectivewith increasing
speed.

At conversionairspeed,theaircraftincreasesangleof attacksothattotalaircraft lift iscarriedby
thefixedairframecomponentsandtherotatinghubfairing.With totalaircraft lift carriedby these
components,therotorbladesarethenretractedinto thehubfairing.While thebladesarebeing
retracted,rotor rpmmaybeadjustedto helpsmoothanyoscillatoryairloads.Whenthebladesare
fully retractedinto thehub fairing,hubfairing rotationis stopped.Duringconversion,pitchandyaw
controlis by standardoperationof horizontalandverticaltail surfaces,respectively.Roll controlis
achievedby differential deflectionof left andright horizontaltail surfaces.

Forcruise,two or four bladesmayberedeployedfrom thestoppedhubfairing to becomewings
to generatelift, in conjunctionwith thehubfairing, for moreefficient cruise.Aircraft pitchandyaw
controlis achievedwith standardoperationof horizontalandverticaltail surface.Aircraft roll isby
differentialhorizontaltail deflectionor differentialbladepitchon thewingpanelsextendingfrom
thehubfairing.

Thehover-to-fixedwing configurationsequencefor two-,three-,andfour-bladerotorconfigura-
tions is shownin figures2through4. Theseillustrationsshowthewingsextendedfrom thehub
fairing to form a numberof differentconfigurations:

1. Extendedfrom the90° and270° azimuthstationsenablemaximumeffectiveaspectratiowith
zerowing sweep.With thewingsextendedfrom the90° and270° azimuthstations,thehubfairing
maybe rotatedto form theoblique-wingconfigurationof anysweepangle.

2. Thewingscanbeextendedto form otherswept-wingconfigurationsdependinguponthe
numberof blades.For threeor sixblades,sweepcanbe30°. For fourblades,sweepof 45° ispossi-
ble in additionto thezerosweptcase.

To convertfrom fixed-wingmodebackto helicoptermode,theprocessis reversed.First theair-
craft slowsdownto conversionspeedandanyextendedwingsareretractedinto thehubfairing.
Thenthehubfairing is broughtupto full rotationspeedusingjet flux from thefairing or bladetip
whichmaybeslightly extendedto uncoverjet nozzlesatthetip. Next,thebladesareextendedand
bladepitch is usedto modulateaircraft lift andprovidelow-speedcontrol.Theaircraftslowsand
maneuversto the landingsitewhereit comesto ahoverandlands.

Althoughthisprocessor techniquefor transformingarotorcraftinto fixed-wing configuration
appearssimpleandrelativelyeasyto execute,for theconceptto beattractive,theperformanceand
flight-control aspectsof theconceptmustbesatisfactory,if notoutstanding.

Keyaspectsof theconceptaddressedin this reportareasfollows:

1. applicationof thedisk-wingwhich includesthediskasawing in conversion,theeffectof
addinglifting panelsto thestoppeddisk, thecaseof the left wing's airfoil pointingtrailing edgefor-
ward,andestimatedperformancecharacteristicsfor ahypothesizeddesign
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2. hovercapabilityandperformance

3. structuralweightconsiderationfor designof four-bladerotorsystems

4. bladecontroltechnique

5. aircraftroll control

6. rotor drivesystemoptions

7. vibrationcontrolduring 100%rpmchange

Firstto beaddressedis theaerodynamicsof theapplicationof thedisk-wingto thisconcept.

APPLICATION OF THE DISK-WING TO M-85 CONCEPT

The disk-wing consists of two parts, one part is a large circular disk and the other part is a pair of

lifting panels or wings. The wings are also considered as blades when they are rotating as a heli-

copter rotor.

For the M-85 concept, an important consideration regarding the application of the disk-wing

involves the lift and drag characteristics in the cruise mode. Cruise mode is very important because

cruise capability is the objective of the aircraft. Secondly, hover performance should be considered

because the capability to hover is an important operational role for the aircraft and hover efficiency

is the main reason for needing a rotorcraft. A third important consideration is the conversion flight

mode between rotary-wing and fixed-wing configurations when the the blades are retracted into the

hub fairing and the hub fairing is supporting the aircraft at relatively low flight speeds. The conver-

sion mode is considered the flight mode that is the greatest technical challenge and the most critical

with respect to the capability of the disk-wing to support the aircraft while disk rpm is varied over

100% of its operating range.

For discussion of the performance of the disk-wing to the M-85 concept, the hover mode will be

discussed first, followed by a discussion of the conversion mode, and then the cruise mode will be
discussed.

Hover

Considering that this concept eliminates about half of the inboard portion of the blades, it

becomes a serious question as to the ability of the remaining blade to lift the vehicle. To evaluate the

loss in lift with large blade cutout, the basic blade lift equation can be used:

d(blade lift) = pCLc(_r)2d(r)/2



With CL representing the maximum local coefficient and integrating from r = 0 to r = 1.0 R

yields for the conventional rotor

Blade lift = pCLC(f_ )2R3[I.0 ]/6

For the M-85 rotor, integrating from

r = 0.5 R to r = 1.0 R yields

Blade lift = pCLc(f_ )2R3[(1.0 - 0.125)]/6

= pCLc(_ )2R3[0.875 ]/6

Thus, by eliminating the inboard 50% of the blade, only 0.125 or one-eighth of the lift potential

is lost. To get back that lift potential, the radius has to be increased by only 4% at the same rotational

speed, _. Therefore, the lift potential of the M-85 rotor is not appreciably compromised by the large

blade cutout that is filled in by a large diameter hub fairing.

Although the lift potential of the M-85 rotor is not compromised by the large hub fairing, there is

a question regarding its efficiency in performing hover and low-speed ( V < 60 knots) maneuvers

compared to conventional helicopter rotors. Efficiency is expected to degrade because there are a

number of interactions and basic flow distortions caused by the hub fairing. These potential interac-

tions are

1. spanwise lift distribution caused by the lower aspect ratio of the blade

2. the influence of the downflow from the top of the hub fairing into the rotor blade

3. lift carryover onto the hub fairing by the vortex shed from the inboard junction of the blade

4. the effect of blade downwash on the pressure distribution on the underside of the hub fairing

5. the effect of the large decrease in effective blade pitch at inboard junction of the blade

6. the skin friction drag on the upper and lower surface of the hub fairing

The effects listed above need to be evaluated in focused experimental programs which can pro-

vide basic information and data for validating theoretical approaches.

A configuration similar to the disk-wing approach of the M-85 concept was experimentally

tested at Langley Research Center (LaRC) and reported in a 1969 NASA TN (ref. 1 ) and in a

Hughes Tool Company report (ref. 2). The NASA data showed the peak figure of merit (FM) to be

0.45 which was uncorrected for penalties associated with model scale and occurring at CT = 0.012.

The low level of hover FM exhibited by this rotor configuration can be attributed to the following

sources;



1. the effect of the large decrease in effective blade pitch at inboard junction of the blade and

extending inboard to 0.43 R from 0.55 R

2. the low Reynolds number due to scale and low tip speed ( 225 fps )

3. the lift-drag characteristics of the 15% elliptical airfoil

From another, but unreferenceable, Hughes report, a circular disk with a radius of 57% of the

blade radius, resulted in a power penalty of 25% compared to a conventional rotor at CT = 0.012. Of

the total power penalty, approximately 40% was profile power and 60% was induced power.

Although the 25% power penalty is significant, it will not size the engines because hover power may

be about half the power required for high-speed cruise of 450 knots. It has been shown that a disk

50% of the rotor diameter will reduce the lift potential of the rotor by only 12%, but can increase

rotor power requirements up to 25% based upon limited, model scale hover test stand data at low tip

speed.

Thrust augmentation in ground effect was found to be exceptional with the large centerbody disk.

Test stand data at low rpm, in figure 5 from reference 2, showed a thrust augmentation 10% greater

than that achievable with conventional rotor configurations. The enhanced thrust augmentation is

speculated to be a "fountain effect" from the downwash, at the periphery of the disk, which splits

upon reaching the ground and a portion of which flows from the periphery toward the center of the

rotor. At the center, it reacts with other inwardly moving air from the periphery and turns up,. form-

ing a fountain flowing toward the bottom surface of the centerbody and pushing up on the center-

body, thereby increasing thrust augmentation.

The Disk as a Wing for Conversion

In conversion, one vital issue is whether or not the disk, acting as a wing, has sufficient lifting

capability to support the aircraft at relatively low flight speeds for a fixed-wing configuration, but at

speeds that are considered high-speed for the rotorcraft. To evaluate the disk's lifting capability,

published experimental aerodynamic data will now be reviewed.

The disk as a wing has been experimentally investigated in two forms: the thin flat plate disk and

the 12% thick disk with various cross-sectional shapes. Although these disk configurations are not

exactly like those envisioned for the M-85, they provide some insight of the aerodynamic character-

istics that are to be expected from this type of configuration. The thin disk aerodynamic characteris-

tics were reported in reference 3. The thin disk has a lift curve slope of 0.027 per degree of angle of

attack and a CLmax of 1.2 at an alpha of about 40 °. The large CLmax potential of the disk indicates

the excellent possibility of the disk being able to produce sufficient lift in the conversion mode and

at a speed low enough for the rotathzg rotor to be functional for generating sufficient lift for at least

1-g flight and at a speed high enough for the stopped disk to generate sufficient lift for 1-g flight. Of

course, the angle of attack must be high to produce that CL. Note, in the absence of aerodynamic

data for a rotating disk, we will presume for now that rotating disk CLmax is equivalent to nonrotat-

ing CLma x •



For demonstration purposes, we will estimate the size of a disk-wing that would lift 10,000 lb at

a reasonable helicopter-type forward flight speed of 160 knots at a density altitude of 5,000 ft.

Using

Disk lift = CLqS,

CL = CLma x = 1.2, and

dynamic pressure = 74.8 psf

then,

disk area, S = 10,000/(1.2 )(74.8) = 111.4 ft 2 and

disk diameter = 12 ft

Thus, the disk-wing can lift and be of reasonable small size depending upon the CL, the speed, and

air density.

Considering that a 10,000-1b helicopter may have a diameter of about 44 ft (the S-76 for exam-

pie), it is encouraging that a 22-ft diameter disk at a CL -- 0.35 (only 29% of CLmax) would supply

sufficient lift for sustained level flight at 160 knots and still have lift capability for maneuvers.

Therefore, it is reasonable to perceive that the disk can sustain lift during conversion from rotary-

wing to fixed-wing mode and vice versa, and is therefore viable as part of the M-85 concept.

Although the lift characteristics of the disk are reasonable for conversion, the disk can produce

large drag at the angles of attack for conversion. The experimental results indicate the drag-due-to-

lift is quite high, with CDi = CN sin alpha. The large drag-due-to-lift characteristic is largely due to

the low aspect ratio (AR = 1.27) of the disk and the lack of nose suction associated with very thin

"airfoils." Although you cannot do much about the drag generated because of the low aspect ratio

wing, the penalties associated with lack of leading-edge suction can be alleviated by adding leading-

edge curvature or roundness. Doing just this was reported in NACA TN 539 (ref. 4) wherein a Clark

Y airfoil was used as the disk's streamwise cross-sectional shape. Figure 6 presents the reported test

data for both the case of the disk with a sharp leading-edge fiat plate and the disk with a rounded

leading edge. Also shown are the drag characteristics using the induced drag calculation of CDi =

CN sin alpha. Figure 6 amply shows that the rounded nose is substantially better for minimizing drag

of the disk-wing. Other benefits of nose roundness are illustrated in figure 7 where the lift character-

istics are shown. Increased CLmax and greater alpha for CLmax are evident. Also seen in figure 7 is

that airfoil camber is effective in generating lift at 0 ° angle of attack.

With the high CL and the attendant high angle of attack, drag will be large even with the

rounded leading edge. Therefore, engine thrust to overcome the high induced drag and the parasite

drag will also be a major factor in determining conversion speed along with the disk's lifting

capability.



From the study of aerodynamic characteristics of the disk as a wing, it was found that (1) the

induced drag from the disk is very high, even with leading edge rounding, and (2) a disk with a

diameter about 50% of the rotor radius, can easily provide sufficient lift to sustain an aircraft flying

at speeds of contemporary helicopters. Therefore, the disk as a wing is viable for lifting the aircraft,

but the attendant drag penalty will be large.

Although the high drag state does exist, the conversion flight time would be short, therefore,

minimizing high engine thrust operation and fuel consumption. With the M-85, drag is reduced and

economy is improved as speed is increased to reduce the angle of attack, and with decreased span
loading by adding lifting panels to the stopped disk.

Adding Lifting Panels to the Stopped Disk

Adding lifting panels to the disk adds not only lift capability, but also improves cruise efficiency.

Recent wind tunnel tests show that adding lifting panels increases lift system L/D to varying

degrees based on the sweep of the panels. Figure 8 shows L/D versus CL of the lift generating sys-

tem (disk + wings + mutual interference) for 0, 30, and 45 ° swept lifting panels and for the wingless

disk configuration. The drag characteristics also include the drag from the pylon between the disk

and the fuselage and the interference drag from the junction of the fuselage and pylon. Also, the

"mutual interference" drag includes the separated flow over the cowling that is aft of the pylon at

zero angle of attack and low lift coefficient. This interference drag would be eliminated by straight-

ening the cowl lines to go straight aft from the pylon.

Figures 9, 10, and 11 are photographs of the test configuration with the unswept wing. Figure 11

particularly shows the cowling shape that exhibited flow separation aft of the pylon. Adding lifting

panels is shown to increase L/Dmax from 11 for the wingless disk to nearly 20 for the 0 ° swept lift-

ing panel configuration. Certainly two factors come into play for the improved L/D from the added
panels:

1. the added panels increase the effective span

2. panel location on the edge of the disk affects the interaction of the vortex shed from lateral

edge of the disk with the panels

The high L/D with the unswept lifting panels is the result of improved span loading and favor-

able interaction as a reaction to an up-flow induced at the wing by the disk. This induced up-flow

increases panel lift and reduces panel-induced drag as the disk-wing angle of attack increases. The

30 and 45 ° swept panels, on the other hand, are located on the disk where the interaction is more

neutral, where the up-flow and the downflow induced by the shed vortex is somewhat balanced.

Therefore, they may only have the improved span loading factor working for them to enhance L/D.

Adding lift panels has been shown to greatly improve the L/D of the disk with the highest L/D

produced by the unswept wing configuration. The high L/D of the unswept wing configuration will

enable efficient cruise at speeds and altitude combinations that cause wing lift coefficient to be

greater than 0.1. When wing lift coefficient is less than 0.1, induced drag is very low, and the
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unswept wing could be retracted to lessen compressibility drag or azimuthally indexed to form a

swept oblique wing to lessen compressibility drag.

An Airfoil Pointing Backward

If the wing airfoil has a distinctive leading and trailing edge, and if the leading edge is forward

into the wind during hover, then the left wing will have its trailing edge pointing forward during

fixed-wing flight. This would result in a drag penalty for standard type airfoils. In addition, a cg-ac

offset would result and be dependent upon the chordwise mass distribution. The probable resulting

cg-ac offset and relative drag values are surmnarized in the following table.

cg-ac offset, %c Relative

Airfoil cg, %c Subsonic Transonic C O

Standard RC10 25 0 -20 1.0

TE forward RC10 75 50 40 1.1-1.2

TE forward RC10 50 25 15 1.1-1.2

The table above shows the advantages of having the cg at mid-chord rather than at the c/4 for

the leading-edge forward case when compressibility effects cause the ac to shift downstream. With

the cg at 0.25 c, compressibility effects drive the center of pressure aft and away from the cg. With

the cg at 0.50 c, compressibility effects drive the center of pressure toward the cg. Thus, in effect,

with increased compressibility effects and attendant dynamic pressure, the cg-ac offset problem

diminishes with the cg at 0.5 c. Similarly, as angle of attack increases at a set transonic speed, the

center of pressure shift downstream with angle of attack would also favor the cg at the 0.50 c posi-

tion. Thus, the cg at 0.50 c may be the best overall position.

There are several approaches to resolving the situation of the left wing trailing edge being for-

ward in fixed-wing mode:

1. Left wing flies trailing edge forward in rotary-wing mode and leading edge forward in fixed-

wing mode. Airfoil, cg location, and control system are optimized for cruise while enabling a stable

rotary-wing mode.

2. Left wing and right wing use biconvex, blown, or unblown airfoil that is symmetrical about

the 0.5 chord plane. Control system and location of cg are optimized for cruise while enabling a

stable rotary-wing mode.

3. Left wing airfoil and cg are optimized for cruise and control system enables wing to change

its pitch angle 180 ° to align itself into the aerodynamic environment associated with the fixed- and

rotary-wing modes.

4. Left wing and right wing use an airfoil that is blown from leading edge and trailing edge with

the cg at 0.5 c as was used for the X-wing concept.
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Becausecg-acandcg-cp offsetscangreatlyaffectstructuralrequirements,dynamiccharacter-
istics,andcontrolsystemrequirements,theyareimportantconsiderationsandevaluationof the
aboveapproachesandothersrequireadditionalstudythatintegratesconceptutilization,aerodynamic
characteristics,structuralanddynamiccharacteristics,andcontrolsystemdesign.Theadditional
studyis well beyondthescopeof thisreport.

CRUISE PERFORMANCE ESTIMATE OF THE M-85 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

To obtain an order-of-magnitude view of the performance of this concept, an M-85 configuration

will be hypothesized, technology assumptions will be advanced, and the performance subsequently
will be estimated.

The example M-85 configuration is a small rotorcraft vehicle of 10,200 lb gross weight. Hover

will be at 4,000-ft altitude with a temperature of 95°F and with a mean blade lift coefficient of 0.6,

650 ft/sec tip speed, and a blade annulus loading of 14 lb/ft 2. These hover requirements and the

download, estimated at 9% of the gross weight, determine the rotor size to be

Rotor diameter = 37.7 ft

Disk diameter = 20.75 ft

Blade chord = 2.14 ft

The disk-wing or hub fairing is configured with a circular arc top surface and a flat lower sur-

face. This cross section has been selected because it will minimize the interference drag of the

fairing-pylon-fuselage combination. The low interference drag has been documented in NASA wind

tunnel tests reported in reference 5.

The parasite drag for the fixed airframe is estimated (from wind tunnel tests of similar fuselage

shown in fig. 11) to be 4.0 ft 2 of equivalent flat plate area as the fuselage and tail surfaces are low

drag shapes and careful attention has been directed toward shaping and minimizing excrescence

drags. The low drag reflects more typically high performance fixed-wing technology rather than

helicopter technology. As a consequence of the low drag fuselage, the lift from the fuselage is quite

small and insensitive to angle-of-attack change, hence fuselage lift is assumed to be zero.

Drag of the disk-wing is calculated as the sum of induced drag and profile drag. The induced

drag is calculated from the induced drag characteristics and interference drag obtained in the NASA

wind tunnel test of the unswept configuration in figures 9 through 1 i. The profile drag or minimum

drag is determined by the basic flat plate skin friction drag for Reynolds number at the particular

flight speed. Adding the wings and the disk will raise the parasite drag level to about 5.9 ft 2 in fixed-

wing mode. Compressibility effects are omitted because the configuration has not been evaluated or

designed under those conditions. Forward flight characteristics are determined from 110 knots to

550 knots at altitudes of 4,000 ft on a 95°F day and 35,000 ft on a standard day.
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Figure 12showsdragversusvelocityfor thefixed-wingconfigurationin cruiseat4,000ft, 95°.
Thewing configurationis thediskwith two panelsextendedlaterallywith zerosweep.Alsoshown
is theprofile dragof thewing andtheparasitedragfor thefuselageandempennage.Fromthemini-
mumdragspeed,totaldragrisessharplyasspeeddecreases toward 100 knots, a result of increasing

induced drag while profile and parasite drags decline with decreasing dynamic pressure. As speed

increases from minimum drag speed, fuselage drag is seen to totally dominate the drag picture and to

overshadow the wing drag even at the low level of 4.0 ft 2. While wing profile drag is large, it is only

about half the fuselage drag. Also, the wing-induced drag is small and inconsequential beyond

250 knots. It is obvious from this figure that low drag fuselages are essential for good cruise effi-

ciency at high-speed and low-altitude operations. It can also be observed that the low aspect ratio

disk-wing may not prevent efficient cruise performance at speeds above 350 knots.

Figure 12 also shows that conversion may be appropriate at speeds near 180 knots where the

rotors can easily auto-rotate and aircraft control is assured. At this speed, disk CL is 0.34 and angle

of attack is only 12.6 ° , well within bounds of passenger acceptance.

Figure 13 shows L/D versus velocity for the same fixed-wing configuration and includes the

alternate configuration of the disk itself being the "wing," that is, there are no lifting panels extended

from the disk. This figure shows a maximum L/D to be almost 11 for the disk-wing configuration

and only 5.5 for the disk-only configuration. L/D decreases with forward speed for both configura-
tion as the lift coefficient decreases below the CL for L/Dmax for the wing and as fuselage drag

builds up. At high-speed cruise, drag is dominated by parasite drag with over 66% being attributed to

the fuselage and the empennage drag. If only the fuselage drag is included in L/D calculations.

GW/D or L/D is only 4.5 at 450 knots. Adding drag of the disk and wing, reduces the L/D to 3.1.

Since the M-85 disk wing is much lower aspect ratio than the wings for other high-speed rotorcraft

concepts, there is a natural tendency to think the M-85 would have much poorer cruise L/D com-

pared to a more common high aspect ratio wing configuration for folded tilt-rotor concepts. This

does not appear to be the case, however.

Consider a wing for a folded tilt-rotor concept that is sized by a wing loading parameter GW/S =

60 lb/ft 2. At the 10,200-1b gross weight, the wing area is 170 ft 2. The rotors are sized for a disk

loading of 20 psf, a download of 9% of rotor thrust and a solidity of 0.12 with three blades. The

9.4-ft blades are folded back with its trailing edges against the sides of a pod housing the transmis-

sion and rotor pitch mechanism. The pod has a 2-ft diameter, a length from nose cone to tail cone of

15.22 ft with a constant diameter length of 7.22 ft for the blade trailing edge to butt against the pod.

Using skin friction drag with an interference factor of 2.0 for the blade skin friction drag coefficient,

the drag of the pod and exposed blades is Af = 0.45 ft 2 per nacelle and Af = 0.9 ft 2 for the aircraft.

For the wing itself, the profile drag Af = 1.48 ft 2 based upon a thickness ratio of 0.22. Wing lift
coefficient at 450 knots is 0.098 which leads to an induced drag of 0.1 ft 2 based upon an aspect ratio

of 6 and an Oswald efficiency factor of 0.85. Summing the parasite drags and the induced drag

results in a wing drag of Af = 0.9 + 1.48 + 0.1 = 2.48 ft 2. On the other hand, the M-85 disk wing has

a total drag of 2.56 ft 2 which includes the drag of the pylon under the disk. Thus, the M-85 disk wing

is very competitive with the wing-pod configuration of the folded tilt-rotor configuration even

though the M-85 disk-wing is a much lower effective aspect ratio. It is, of course, the drag of the

pods and the folded blades on the tip of the wing which cause the nearly equal drag of these two dis-

similar lifting surface configurations.
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Forspeedbeyond400knots,thedisk-onlyconfigurationcanbejust asattractiveasthedisk-
wing, sincethedisk lift coefficientsareextremelysmall.

Themagnitudeof parasitedragandprofiledragat low altitudehaslongbeenaproblemthathas
thwartedeconomicalcruisefor all typesof aircraft,notjust theM-85. Formoreeconomicalcruise
thecommonoptionsare(1) reducedragcoefficient,(2) fly slower,(3)cruiseathigheraltitude,or
(4) makethewing smaller.Cruisingathigheraltitude,evenshortrangesof 400n.mi.,hasbeenthe
preferredoptionfor economicalcruise.This is alsotruefor theM-85.

High-altitudecruiseis themostattractivefor rangeperformance.However,highaltitudemaybe
adisadvantagefor conversionif auto-rotationandtheneedfor aircraftcontrolis difficult to achieve
with lowerair density.

Figures14and15showrespectively,thecharacterof thehigh-altitudedragversusvelocityand
L/D versusvelocity.High altitudeof 35,000ft is shownto reducethedragandimprovehigh-speed
L/D comparedto thelow-altitudecase.Thelowerdragresultsfromthereduceddensitythatgreatly
reducestheparasiteandprofile drag.Although,induceddragmustincreasewith higheraltitude,the
largereductionin parasiteandprofile dragenablelargenetbenefitsfrom high-altitudecruise.The
lessenedair densityaidshigh-speedcruise,but it penalizesconversion.Forconversionathighalti-
tudeandatspeedslessthan200knots,therequiredlift coefficientis veryhighwhich in turn
increasesdrag,predominantlyinduceddrag,to veryhigh levels.To circumventtheseproblems,con-
versionwouldhaveto occurathigherspeedsthanthatneededat loweraltitudes.

To summarize,this limited forwardflight performancestudyhasshowntheparasitedragto be
themajorcauseof low L/D at 450knotsand,atlow altitude,addingthedragfrom a wingwill drive
the L/D considerablylower.TheunusualM-85disk-winghasalargerwettedareathanaconven-
tionalwing andthis resultsin greaterprofile dragandslightly reducedL/D whencomparedwith a
conventionalwing. High altitudeenablesmuchbettercruiseefficiencybecauselow air density
greatlydiminishesparasitedrag.Althoughhighaltitudeis mostattractivefor cruiseandrangeper-
formance,highaltitudeis notgoodfor conversionif auto-rotationandaircraftcontrolis difficult to
achievewith thelow air density.

BLADE CONTROL TECHNIQUE

During rotor rotation mode, the technique to control blade pitch should enable the rotor to pro-

duce hub moments that are adequate for sharp stable maneuvering, will minimize blade lift and hub

moment sensitivity to horizontal and vertical gusts and result in smooth flight in smooth air.

One way to achieve this is with (a) a stiff-effective flapping hinge coupled with (b) a blade that

can stably align itself, i.e., weathervane into the local relative wind and be controlled by (c) a

moment-producing device that is controllable by the pilot. The stiff-effective flapping hinge would

be good for efficient structural characteristics and enable production of sufficient hub moments for

crisp control in helicopter mode. However, the stiff-effective flapping hinge will also cause consid-

erable sensitivity to gusts and will produce very large unstable pitch moments about the vehicle
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centerof gravity.Theseundesirablecharacteristicscanbegreatlyalleviatedbyenablingtheblades
to weathervaneinto therelativewind. With nearlyperfectweathervaningcapability,theblades
wouldproducenearlyzerolift variationsasit encountersgustsandwhentheangleof attackchanges.
Sinceweathervaningcapabilityis theability to produceamomentbalanceaboutapitchaxiswith the
aerodynamiccenteroffset from thepitchaxis,blade"steadystate"lift canbecontrolledby control-
ling an inputpitchingmomentto theblade.Thisconceptof bladecontrol isextremelydifferent from
thelift controltechniqueusedfor contemporaryrotor systems.

In theusualrotorsystem,thepilot changeslift by directlychangingthepitchof thebladessothe
bladesseeanattendantchangein angleof attack.In thisM-85 controlsystem,lift is controlledonly
by modulationof themomentaboutthebladepitchaxisby theM-85pilot, thesamemethodusedby
thepilot in any fixed-wingaircraft.Thepilot of afixed-wing aircraftpullsbackonthestick to
deflectthehorizontaltail surfaceandto causeadownloadon thetail. With adownloadon thehori-
zontaltail, a positivepitchingmomentis producedabouttheaircraft's cg.Thepositivepitching
momentcausestheaircraftto pitchnoseup to reestablisha pitchingmomentbalanceat thenewair-
craft pitchanglewith anattendantincreasein lift. FortheM-85, thepilot causesapositivepitching
momentchangeto occuraboutthewing or bladecg (andpitchaxis),thebladepitchesnoseup to
reestablishthepitchingmomentbalancewith a lift increase.Thus,lift controlfor theM-85 in hover
is verymuchlike thelift controlof fixed-wingaircraft.

TheM-85 bladeself-aligningactionthatreduceseffectsof airflow perturbationis alsoverysimi-
lar to responseof staticallystable(-Cma) fixed-wingaircraftto airflow perturbation.For thefixed-
wing case,whenanupwardverticalguststrikestheaircraft,wing lift increasesandhorizontaltail lift
increases.Becausetail lift increases,anegativepitchingmomentunbalanceis createdabouttheair-
craft cg andtheaircraftpitchesnosedownto alleviatethetail lift increaseandrestorethepitching
momentbalancefor trim. Thus,theaircrafthasweathervanedinto thenewrelativewind to reestab-
lish pitchingmomentbalance,just like theM-85blade.Thus,theM-85 blade,with itspitch axis
aheadof theaerodynamiccenter(therefore-Cmc_),weathervanesinto therelativewind to correctfor
flow perturbationandflies like afixed-wingairplane.

Therearemanywaysof controllingthepitchingmomentinput which involvemechanical,
pneumatic,electromechanical,oraerodynamicsystems.Theidealcontrollerisprobablyamodem
technologyelectromechanicalactuatorratherthananymechanicalorpneumaticsystems.An aero-
dynamicsystemofferstheadvantageof beingableto leveragetheinputelectricalpowerbroughtup
throughslipring to theactuatorto obtainmuchlargermomentoutput.An exampleof this typeof
systemis theservoflapcontrolonH-2 rotors.It shouldbenotedthattheH-2bladealsoflies like an
airplanebecauseit is effectivelyfreeof pitch restraintat therootof thebladeandusesthepitching
momentfrom theservoflapto changebladepitchandcontrollift.

Although,thereis noactualimplementationof theM-85bladecontroltechnique,thereis one
that is acloserelative--the free-tip rotor (FTR).TheFTR hada 10%R tip thathadself-aligning
capabilityandwascontrolledby ground-adjustablepitchingmomentappliedto thetip itself. Thetips
pitch axisandcgwasforwardof thetip aerodynamiccenterby abut0.13c.This offsetenabledthe
tip to behighly responsiveto airflow perturbationsandresultedin considerablereduction(40+ %)
in oscillatorybladeloads,which is terrific for atip only 10%of thebladeradius.Theseresultswere
reportedin reference6. TheFTR implementationhasexperimentallyproventheability of a
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self-aligningtip to desensitizearotor to flow perturbation(andprobablygustsalso).Althoughthe
pitchingmomentappliedto thetip wasgroundadjustable,thepitchingmomentcouldbevariableby
thepilot aswouldbedesirablefor theM-85concept.

A bladecontroltechniquehasbeenpresentedthatshouldenablepilot-directedmomentgenera-
tionaboutthe cg thatwouldbesufficientfor crispstablemaneuvering.This techniqueis expected
to producethedesiredcontrol momentwhile suppressingverticalvibrationandgustresponsethatis
characteristicof largehingeoffsetrotorsystems.

AIRCRAFT ROLL CONTROL

Obtaining roll control is most difficult during low-speed flight in the conversion mode with the

blades retracted into the disk. It is most difficult because no surfaces are located a long distance from

the cg as on a fixed-wing aircraft. The only surfaces available to produce rolling moment are the

horizontal stabilizers and the vertical fin and these are rather close-coupled to the cg. Although there

may be several other methods for achieving roll control, the best is probably differential lift on the
horizontal tail.

ROTOR DRIVE SYSTEM

Rotor drive can be accomplished by either (1) cold or warm pressurized air jets emitted from the

blades or from the disk itself, or by (2) shaft drive.

Between the two methods, pressurized air jets for rotor drive offer some attractive potential

advantages over the shaft-driven system, such as

1. Lower weight and possibly lower internal volume by replacing heavy transmissions and

shafts with lighter weight ducts.

2. Eliminating the need for an anti-torque system. Needed however, is a yaw control system, but
it would be much lighter than an anti-torque system.

3. Easy diversion of the potential energy for other functions in the rotating system such as

providing circulation control on the blade, or aerodynamic braking of disk rotation speed.

4. Increased reliability and lessened maintenance requirements by eliminating the transmission

oil cooling system with its numerous parts and health monitoring hardware.

5. Lower cost to purchase and lower life-cycle cost.

Although the reduction in efficiency will have a major impact on required installed power for

hover and an attendant large fuel consumption rate, many studies have concluded that a short
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utilization timeof underanhourcanenableaconsiderableaircraftweightsaving.Thekeyis short
utilizationtime. Shortutilization time is highly probable for the M-85 high-speed rotorcraft concept

as the concept enables disengagement of the rotor drive power source soon after hover when the craft

accelerates to forward flight as an autogyro.

A STRUCTURAL WEIGHT CONSIDERATION

There is at least one way to minimize structural weight of the lifting panels for a four-blade rotor

system. Assuming "rotor blades" are lighter than "wings" because of the load relief from centrifugal

force, then two opposing panels can be built as "wings" and two opposing panels can be built as

"blades." Since two opposing panels are never extended as wings, they can be built as blades and

take advantage of the reduced weight. Furthermore, they might be designed to carry a large percent-

age (80 to 90%) of the minimum flying weight with nonvariable lift and cyclic controls if they

incorporated a blade control system technique discussed later. These special blades would be

deployed during hover and low-speed flight below 60 to 80 knots and which would probably be the

power bucket in speed-power polar.

POTENTIAL VIBRATION DURING 100% RPM CHANGE

Stopping and starting the rotor is a 100% rotor rpm change that causes encounters with a number

of resonant frequencies and subsequent inplane vibration. To minimize this inplane vibration, a self-

actuating vibration suppression system would be developed based upon the UREKA balance system

reported in reference 7. The M-85 is a configuration, with the large diameter disk, that is very

amenable to incorporating this self-actuating system. Therefore if incorporated, the inplane vibration

may not be a significant concern.

CONCLUSION

The M-85 has been shown to be a potentially feasible concept for consideration as a high-speed

rotorcraft with indications of performance capabilities that are equivalent to or may be better than

other concepts such as the folded tilt rotor and X-wing.

New features of this concept are

1. a large-diameter hub fairing out of which protrude rotor blades to generate lift in helicopter

flight mode for hover and vertical take-off

2. retraction of the rotor blades into the hub fairing to minimize oscillatory loads during conver-

sion between rotary-wing and fixed-wing flight configurations
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3. stoppingof hubfairing rotationfor fixed-wingflight configuration

4. optionto deploythebladesto bewingsjutting from thehubfairing andto orientthewingsto
producedifferentsweepbackanglesfor moreefficientcruise

5. ability to indexthehubfairing in flight to changethesweepangleof thewingsfor optimiz-
ing cruiseefficiency

6. ability to reversetheconversionprocessto changefrom fixed-wingto rotary-wingconfigu-
rationfor very low-speedflight andfor hoverandverticallanding

An M-85high-speedrotorcraftconceptmayincludeabladecontrolsystemthatenablestheblade
to weathervaneinto theairstreamto lessonoscillatoryloadswhile it producesdesiredlift for cruise
andmaneuveringflight. Theconceptwouldprobablyincorporateapneumaticrotortip drive system
whenhelicopter-modeflight time issmall.Thiswouldresultin lowerweightfor thepropulsion-rotor
systemdueto greatersimplicity andlikely reducedcosts.

Theobjectiveof anaircrafthavingquiet,efficienthovercapabilityandaefficienthigh-speed
cruisecapabilitymaybeachievablewith theM-85high-speedrotorcraftconcept.Hoverpoweris
expectedto benogreaterthan25%morethanhoverpowerfor aconventionalrotorwith low disk
loading.This 25%powerincrementwasdeterminedfrom small-scalemodelhovertestswhichare
probablypessimisticcomparedto full-scalerotor.A free-pitchingbladecontroltechniqueis pre-
sentedasamethodof producingsufficientpitchandroll momentsabouttheaircraft cg for aircraft
controlwhile inherentlysuppressingwake-andgust-inducedoscillatoryverticalloads.Cruise L/D
at450 knotsand35,000ft altitudewasfoundto bereasonablyattractiveandcertainlymuchbetter
thancruiseata low altitudeof 4,000ft. Theimprovementin L/D athighaltitudeis seento bepri-
marily from reducedparasitedragassociatedwith low air densityat highaltitude.

Thecirculardisk,actingasa wingduringconversionflight mode,caneasilysupporttheaircraft.
With low altitudeandwith flight speedof 160knots,the lift coefficientof thediskis about30%of
themaximumlift coefficient.Thiswould leavesufficientlift marginfor maneuversduringconver-
sion.Also, thesimplicity of theconversiontechniquewith thepossibilityof little or no requirement
for higherharmoniccontrolandwith theability to easilyhandleturbulentair duringconversion
wouldall combineto maketheM-85a potentiallyattractivehigh-speedrotorcraftconcept.
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Hub fairing and blades rotate
at the same rotational speed.

M-85 hovers, takes off and
accelerates to conversion
speed.

At conversion speed, blades
are drawn into the rotating
hub faring.

[--h_-_'-/Blades

b fairing

--_k_.A

After blades are retracted
into the hub fairing,
disk rotation is stopped.

With disk rotation ended,
selected blades are
deployed and possibly disk is
indexed to form various
swept-wing configurations.

Figure 2. Two-blade M-85 configuration conversion sequence.
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Hub fairing and blades rotate
at the same rotational speed.

M-85 hovers, takes off and
accelerates to conversion speed. S

_'Hub
fairing

At conversion speed, blades
are drawn into the rotating
hub faring.

After blades are retracted
into the hub fairing,
disk rotation is stopped.

With disk rotation ended,
two blades are deployed
as wings.

Figure 3. Three-blade M-85 configuration conversion sequence.
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Hub fairing and blades rotate
at the same rotational speed.

M-85 hovers, takes off and
accelerates to conversion
speed.

At conversion speed, blades
are drawn into the rotating
hub fairing.

db_airing

After blades are retracted
into the hub fairing,
disk rotation is stopped.

With disk rotation ended,
two blades are deployed
as wings.

I I

Figure 4. Four-blade M-85 configuration conversion sequence.
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Figure9. Zerosweepdisk-wingconfigurationfor NASA LangleyResearchCenter14-× 22-foot
windtunneltest(undersideview).
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Figure 10. Zero sweep disk-wing configuration for NASA Langley Research Center 14- x 22-foot

wind tunnel test (front view).

Figure 11. Zero sweep disk-wing configuration for NASA Langley Research Center 14- x 22-foot

wind tunnel test (side view).
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